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Abstract: When war broke out in August 1914, the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies suspended its political work on behalf of women’s suffrage and plunged into relief work for women and children. Because it appeared to conform to a “separate spheres” ideology, this response has been presented as conclusive evidence of British feminism’s ideological collapse in the face of war. This article argues a contrario that the National Union’s response is further evidence of feminism’s ideological resilience in this period. Relief work, it shows, was one aspect of a broader project aimed at “gendering” the concept and language of citizenship in order to appropriate them for women. The result was an insistence on women’s identity as “citizens,” an identity which in turn had important consequences for the kind of feminism that could be articulated in its name.
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Introduction: War in, feminism out?

When the Great War broke out in August 1914, women across the United Kingdom turned, like Vera Brittain, to “the only work it seems possible as yet for women to do – the making of garments for the soldiers” (Quoted in Kent 1993, 14). In those first few months of war, Ray Strachey recalled, “[it] seemed almost as if the old anti-feminist argument was true, and that in a time of national crisis women were superfluous and irrelevant, passive creatures to be fought for, whose only personal function was to sit at home and weep” (Strachey [1928] 1978, 338). Perhaps S. Bulan captured the spirit animating the country best in declaring that “[a]t the call of war, the first thought of every man is to fight, of every woman to nurse” (Bulan September 1914, 267). In other words, the eruption of total war had “acted as a clarifying moment” that “revealed the [British system] of gender in flux and thus highlighted [its] workings” (Higonnet et al. 1987, 5). And those workings were clearly along the most traditional of “separate spheres” lines, with men expected to fight and protect the literal and metaphoric home, and women expected to support their protectors unflinchingly and mind the home dutifully in their absence. In short, the outbreak of the Great War gave renewed currency and plausibility to ideas and practices that were strongly identified with the Anti-Suffrage movement.

It was against this background that the constitutionalist National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies (NUWSS), the largest organization in the British women’s movement,
decided to temporarily suspend its suffrage agitation and turn its considerable
organizational abilities instead to relief work targeted specifically at women and children.
As it appeared to accept and even sanction the renewed currency that separate spheres
thinking was enjoying, this abrupt turn to work so clearly defined along traditional gender
lines has been presented as conclusive evidence of a broader trend: British feminism’s
ideological collapse in the face of war. This case has been put most forcefully by Susan
Kent. Describing the NUWSS’s reaction as “unreflective, almost knee-jerk” (Kent 1993, 16), she draws on the work of Denise Riley to argue that its flight from feminism was
twofold:

The NUWSS failed to challenge [the dominant] images and representations of
women; its valorizing of women’s fundamental identity as mothers and
homemakers constituted an embracing of what Riley calls “the social”. In
contrast to its prewar stance, however, feminists in the National Union failed
to take the next step, to utilize women’s association with “the social” in order
to make claims for participation in “the political” [Kent 1993, 22].

Yet, if the activities of the National Union certainly drew on the association of
women with “the home,” to claim that it did not attempt to use these actions as a step-
ladder into “the political” is to ignore the countless claims by both its leaders and
members that in engaging in relief work they were, in the words of their president
Millicent Fawcett, showing themselves “worthy of citizenship, whether our claim to it be
recognized or not” (Fawcett August 7 1914, 376, emphasis added). Entry into “the
political,” however tentatively formulated, was certainly part of the agenda.
This may not yet make the agenda feminist however. Jo Vellacott has indeed suggested that Fawcett’s instinctive adoption of “a traditional view of the appropriate role of women in wartime” was “reinforced by the realization that women’s ‘good behavior’ during the war might further their admittance to the political system – on men’s terms” (Vellacott 1987, 121). So admittance to “the political” may well have been sought, but on principles which owed little to pre-war feminist ideas. A more subtle form of ideological capitulation perhaps, but an ideological capitulation nonetheless.

Yet behaving in ways that (anti-suffragist) men find palatable is not the same thing as adopting their vision of the world. This has been a central contention of scholars such as Jacqueline de Vries and Nicoletta Gullace, who have sought to recover the distinctively feminist dimension of another alleged symptom of feminism’s war-time ideological collapse: the xenophobic jingoism of Christabel and Emmeline Pankhurst, the charismatic leaders of the militant Women’s Social and Political Union (de Vries 1994, Gullace 2002, see also Purvis 2002 and Purvis 2007). By paying close attention to the context, their analyses show that the Pankhursts’ patriotic discourse was not identical to that of the conservative press in either its specific content or intended effects. What they were doing, they reveal, was not capitulating to patriotism but gendering it with a specific goal of obtaining votes for women. Far from demonstrating the ideological collapse of British feminism in the face of war, their pro-war stance is suggestive instead of the resilience of feminist thought. As Gullace puts it: “the Great War gave patriotic suffragists (…) a more auspicious environment in which to justify claims that had a long and important history within the feminist movement” (Gullace 2002, 6). Such ideological resilience also marked, I will argue in a similarly contextually sensitive
reading in this article, the response of Fawcett and her followers in the NUWSS to the outbreak of war.\textsuperscript{4}

Drawing on \textit{Common Cause} and the highbrow monthly that was closely linked to it, \textit{The Englishwoman}, this article shows that the main object of that response was to appropriate the concept and language of citizenship for women.\textsuperscript{5} This was done firstly by arguing that the gendered nature of citizenship had been confirmed by the war itself. This allowed for a reframing of the language of separate spheres as a non-hierarchical, complementary discourse, whilst radically redrawing the boundaries between men and women’s respective spheres, to the benefit of the latter. It was done secondly by developing a rhetorical strategy of inclusion that sought to appropriate the language of citizenship for women whilst simultaneously rejecting all attempts at excluding them from the national community.\textsuperscript{6} The result was an insistence on women’s identity as “citizens,” an identity which in turn had important consequences for the kind of feminism that could be articulated in its name.

Gendering citizenship and redefining the “woman’s sphere”

A month into the war, the front page of \textit{Common Cause} strongly encouraged readers to turn to its correspondence section, where “A Member of the Newcastle Society” had written in to reject the “war argument,” that is the claim that women could not be citizens because they could not fight ("Opportunity" 28 August 1914, 405).\textsuperscript{7} Suffragists had heard this argument before. It had a long ancestry, plunging deep into classical theorizing on citizenship as a status of freedom that one must be both able and prepared to die for to defend.\textsuperscript{8} Yet, although the outbreak of war seemed to vindicate this classical conception
of citizenship, *Common Cause*’s correspondent felt it could be easily rebuffed. One needed simply to repeat in war-time the standard suffragist response given to it in peace time: “the work of women in the nurture and care of humanity [is] at least as valuable as that of men in armed defence.” This war thus appeared to her as an *opportunity* to demonstrate the value of women’s contribution to the nation: “[n]o one would suggest that women share in the warfare” but the “lion’s half of the work that is to be done at home” must fall on their shoulders. For suffragists not to engage in this work would be to “shirk the citizenship we have so long asked to be allowed to share.” By taking part in this work at home, the NUWSS demonstrated to British men that “those who claim the privileges of the State are also the first to offer to do its work.”

The sex-specific roles that war imposed on men and women were not, then, a demonstration of the impossibility of women’s citizenship but rather a vindication of feminists’ long-standing claim that there were two faces to citizenship: one male, one female (for a similar point see Allen 2005, 111). It followed that to accomplish those roles was not so much to take part in the reproduction of one’s ancestral calling as a member of one’s sex, but rather to respond to one’s duty as a citizen who happened to be of a particular sex. The sexed citizens were, moreover, strictly equal in their contribution to national survival and complemented one another. Where men must go and fight, women must concentrate on their sphere of expertise and devise solutions for guaranteeing that the impact the war had on it was not detrimental to the nation’s struggle (See Fawcett August 7 1914, 376). As we will now see, in the process of discussing what this entailed, promoters of a gendered citizenship, having already reframed separate spheres as a mutually supportive and non-hierarchical discourse, pushed the boundaries
of the “woman’s sphere” beyond the well-defined limits it was usually associated with. Ultimately but importantly, the only boundary they accepted was the role of the soldier.

In its first war-issue, *The Englishwoman* reacted strongly to the “perfect orgy of needlework” and the “sewing-mania” that it felt had gripped the nation’s women ("Echoes of War" September 1914, 303). It reproached the authorities for thinking and saying that women should sew in this crisis, and women for listening to that message:

> [a]re we still in the mid-Victorian age struggling with our Butterick patterns and our needles and threads, to supplement the stupid omissions of a blundering commissariat? Or are we really women of the new era, the era of social science and electric sewing-machines?

Similarly, *Common Cause* welcomed the coverage by newspapers such as *The Evening Standard* of the numerous activities women were involving themselves in: “[i]t is distinctly refreshing to find that some newspapers recognise that women’s work in time of war embraces something wider than sewing parties and knitting teas” ("Press Department" 2 October 1914, 465).

This is not to say that sewing parties and knitting teas were not also on the agenda. Indeed, focusing on the “woman’s sphere” of expertise meant multiplying articles on how to limit the impact of the war on issues ranging from food supplies to caring for infants, from soldier’s clothing to children’s entertainments. Entire columns were given over to detailing ways in which to conserve food in order to prepare for the long haul and to announcing the creation of maternities, as well as toy and shirt-making shops. It must be noted however that the latter were opened to help women thrown out of work by the war. Thus, focusing on the woman’s sphere also meant devising solutions to tackle women’s
unemployment caused by war, fighting the corner of soldiers’ dependents against ill-
treatment by the authorities, finding homes for stranded Belgian allies, accompanying
“alien enemies” back to their homeland, or creating and funding all-female hospital units
for the front.¹⁰

In fact, the boundaries of the “woman’s sphere” seemed to be almost endlessly
expandable in war. Witness this amused reaction from Common Cause to the surprise
raised in some quarters at the National Union’s enthusiastic turn to relief work: “our
members are drawn from that class of women (to be found in all classes) who have held
that the world is their home and their charge is to make it home-like” ("The World Our
Home" 21 August 1914, 393, emphasis added). It is tempting to dismiss this as merely
rhetorical flourish. And yet, when Common Cause offered an inventory of the activities
women should be engaging in, it did not content itself with quoting the four core areas
outlined by Fawcett in a letter to the Manchester Guardian, i.e. “(1) Doctoring and
nursing (2) Care of the young womanhood of the nation (3) Care of children (4) Care of
child-bearing women,” but also suggested that women should “work as far as we are
trained and able, in shop and factory and office and school” ("Our Active Service
League" 11 September 1914, 431).

Nor did the argument stop at the expansion of the “woman’s sphere” into non-
traditional sectors of activity at home. The Englishwoman, for instance, called for some
women to be allowed onto the front lines to pick up the wounded even during combat.
Drawing on two reported cases of women nursing soldiers in the line of fire, it argued
that: “we should perhaps reconsider the customary refusal to let women, either nurses or
doctors, work at the front. This, perhaps, is another practice which has been put out of
date by the military methods of the Germans” ("The Utilisation of Voluntary Aid Detachments" November 1914, 107). The authorities, it concluded, should allow women a “share in the work [and] in the risks” ("The Utilisation of Voluntary Aid Detachments" November 1914, 108).

Thus, far from confining women physically and occupationally to “the home,” the notion that war imposes sex-specific duties only really meant, from the perspective of this discourse, that women could not fight. For in lieu of two rigidly separate spheres, this discourse suggests the existence of three broad spheres of activity in war: one specific to men (fighting); one specific to women (minding the home, caring for children, young and pregnant women); and one that consists of activities that men alone do, or overwhelmingly do, but that women could and should do as well (working in shops, factories, offices, schools and so on). Nor are women confined to working on the home front: those who have the ability and desire should be allowed to risk their lives on the war front. Men, by contrast, do not find their duties expanding into woman’s sphere of responsibilities: it is not suggested that they should care for babies, the elderly, or pregnant women and even less that they should take care of the home. However, they do retain one monopoly: the role of the soldier. Indeed, even advocates of allowing women into the line of fire limit the possible roles women would take on the front line to “nurses and doctors.” Even here, women remain carers.

The role of the soldier thus appears as the ultimate outer limit of the expansion of the woman’s sphere in war. One could argue that this is the result of feminists’ careful treading. After all, The Englishwoman’s suggestion is framed largely as a necessary response in the face of Germany’s “military methods,” implying that such a change in
“custom” is required as a result of changed conditions and of the nature of the evil faced, not as a demand of irresponsible feminists hell-bent on equality with men. But far from being a case of uncharacteristic shyness, this non-advocacy of the recruitment of women into the armed forces is best understood as self-imposed. Indeed, for this vision of gendered citizenship to hold, women simply cannot be soldiers. As Common Cause put it, “[t]he part of women, even in time of war, is still not to destroy, but to heal; not to strike down, but to raise up and support. About our immediate duty there can be no doubt for any of us; it is to give, to work, to share” ("The Wine Poured Fourth" 9 October 1914, 474-5). If women could be soldiers, they could be killers and would thus not be essentially different from men. Yet if the association of women with “the home” means anything, it means that where men excel in the physical domination of the world, women excel in its “moral” or, in the language of the time, “spiritual” domination. And this in turn justifies both their claim to expertise in certain spheres of life and their claim to citizenship: as they are spiritually or morally better equipped than men, they will bring an important moral dimension to public decision making.

The outbreak of war certainly gave renewed currency to the language and practice of separate spheres. But by the same token, it presented these feminists with a unique opportunity to promote their gendered understanding of the concept of citizenship. This in turn allowed them to frame separate spheres as a non-hierarchical, equalitarian discourse and to radically redraw the boundaries between the two gendered spheres without discarding them altogether, thus harnessing the power of the language of separate spheres for their cause.
However, to present bottling fruit, opening a toyshop and even nursing soldiers on the front line as acts of citizenship is one thing. It is quite another to convince a wider audience that these are just as much acts of citizenship as men’s taking up of arms. To this end, these feminists consistently pursued a rhetorical strategy of inclusion which involved appropriating the discourse of citizenship for women.

Women as citizens

Using the language of citizenship to describe actions to which it was not customarily applied required the use of two discursive techniques: one which might be called “mirroring,” and the more familiar operation of gendering.

Mirroring involved the straightforward application of keywords of the discourse of citizenship to women’s actions. Women’s caring roles, for instance, were regularly framed in language more usually associated with military service. *Common Cause* explained its members’ enthusiastic plunge into relief work as a response to a “call for service,” and further described them as “[standing] to their posts” and “[working] for the common weal” (“The World Our Home” 21 August 1914, 393). Similarly, one of the paper’s correspondents proposed that women too should “enlist” (Milner 11 September 1914, 429). But she did not mean by this that they should join the ranks. She meant that women who have “no men of [their] own to encourage and send” should put their names, as men do, on a national list of volunteers prepared to replace a man who enlists in supporting his dependents. “Just as the country calls on the men to fight,” she concluded, “she calls on the women to bring up and care for those whom they leave behind.” More
illuminating still are the profound parallels between the manner in which these feminists attempted to mobilize women and the manner in which the authorities mobilized men. Witness Millicent Fawcett’s call to women, emblazoned in bold letters on Common Cause – “Women! Your Country Needs You!,” which exactly paralleled Kitchener’s famous recruitment poster, the absence of Fawcett’s picture (and pointing index finger) not withstanding ("Women! Your Country Needs You!" 14 August 1914, 385).

Similarly, when the NUWSS, following attacks in the press on young women who were behaving frivolously with soldiers, decided to create an Active Service Girls’ Cadet Corps to put their energy and enthusiasm to better use, it entrusted its leadership to Katherine M. Harley, sister of Field Marshal Sir John French. Just as her brother was leading the young men of the nation in their service on the war front, so would she lead the young women of the nation in their service on the home front: “we have mobilised the soldier for the front in France and Belgium: we must mobilise the girl for the front in Great Britain” (A.M.R. December 4 1914, 575). The parallel with the army did not stop at this slogan. Like their male counterparts, these young women were to wear uniforms, be given medals, have a hierarchy of superiors, and follow rigorous training. Only the latter set them apart from men however for they were to be trained not in the art of war, but rather in the arts of homemaking and relief of suffering:

[d]rilling, marching, first aid to the injured, and musical practice, both in band instruments and in singing, will form a large part of the training of cadets. (…) The other activities will include: - Camp Management, Cooking, Knitting, Sewing, Dancing, Acting, Swimming, Organised Games, &c.
This mirroring strategy could not always be used, however, because some of the most important features of the discourse of citizenship were so bound up with masculinity that their straightforward application to women’s actions was highly problematic. Applying them to women would thus require their gendering. The concepts of force and honor are two cases in point.

It is by force that the nation is defended, by force that it protects both itself and its allies. Good citizens, therefore, use force in defense of the nation. And women, as Common Cause was keen to demonstrate, were good citizens: “[i]t is the vocation (…) of all women, to be foremost in defence of their country – not by arms but by moral force” (“Defenders of the Country” 7 August 1914, 371). The “force” that characterized citizenship in war thus found itself gendered. Men’s “armed force,” used on the war front, was complemented and completed by women’s “moral force,” used on the home front. Where the former sought to defend allies and destroy enemies, the latter sought to maintain morale at home.

In using force, soldiers were said to be defending the nation’s honor, by which was meant its pledged word to defend Belgium in case of invasion. Shortly before the creation of Katherine Harley’s Active Service Girls’ Cadet Corps, another initiative to tackle the issue of young girls’ misbehavior had been launched by suffragists: the League of Honour. Its aim was to bring girls from a privileged background together with their less fortunate sisters who, it was argued, were engaging in morally suspect behavior with recruits as a result of a lack of character and education. The motivation for this initiative, however, went well beyond reforming individuals. Indeed, the third of the League’s four objects was to
[d]eepen, among women and girls of all classes, the sense of their responsibility for the honour of the nation, and to make clear the fact that the manhood of our country is either raised or lowered by the influence of its womanhood ["The League of Honour" 30 October 1914, 506].

Girls who chose to participate in the League took the following pledge: “I promise, by the help of God, to do all that is in my power to uphold the honour of the nation and its defenders in this time of war, by prayer, purity, and temperance” ("The League of Honour" 30 October 1914, 507). We thus find the concept of the nation’s honor, habitually described as solely falling within the male remit via the honoring of the pledge to Belgium to defend her in case of attack, extended to include women. This is done by claiming that the home front is, above all, a moral front. The threat to the nation’s honor that Germany poses in the realm of international relations is paralleled by the threat that the war poses to the nation’s moral standards at home. Whereas men were the only ones who could defend the nation’s honor abroad, women were the only ones who could defend it at home, because the “morality” of their sexual conduct determined the morality of men’s and as a result determined the moral tone of the nation as a whole. The implication, furthermore, was that an “immoral” nation at home would be more likely to behave “dishonorably” abroad, an implication which gave women’s role even greater importance. Through both of these cases we find reiterated the notion that men and women have separate spheres of specialty which map on perfectly to the two “spheres” of the war: the battle front is ideally suited for men’s sex-specific abilities, the home front for women’s. In both also we find a central feature of the separate spheres discourse,
women’s moral superiority to men, claimed and asserted as characteristic of their
different but equal face of citizenship.\textsuperscript{14}

In sum, by appropriating the language and ceremony of citizenship via these two
discursive techniques, feminists attempted to redefine women’s sex-specific actions in
war as duties of citizenship. Doing one’s duty, however, was only one half of citizenship.
The other was proving that one stood united with the rest of the nation. And the suspicion
that women were not doing so or simply could not do so had thus to be continually
fought.

Combating the exclusion of women from the national community

Two months into the war, the \textit{Anti-Suffrage Review} accused the National Union of not
respecting the “political truce” that everyone otherwise seemed to agree was called for as
a result of war:

The first indication that the Suffragist moral code differed from the one
accepted by the rest of the community appeared in \textit{The Common Cause} of
August 28\textsuperscript{th}. (…) It was pointed out that the Union had abandoned nothing,
and the notice continued: “It has announced that it has temporarily ‘suspended
ordinary political work,’ but it is doing a good deal of extraordinary political
work, and with excellent result.” The subtle distinction is worthy of the
German Press Bureau ["The Broken Truce" October 1914, 162].

Nor were its opponents alone concerned. One Secretary of a society also felt the
National Union was not behaving sufficiently like its male counterparts:
[h]ave not men forgotten that they are Liberals, Unionists, Ulstermen, Nationalists? What we want to prove now is that we are, above all, citizens. (...) We ask for votes in order that we may the better serve the nation. This is the true basis of any extension of the franchise. If it can be said with any suspicion of truth that we have served the nation so that we might afterwards obtain a vote, then our work will, spiritually, if not materially, have lost its value ["Keeping the Union Alive" 4 September 1914, 417].

At issue in both of these attacks was the central concept of unity and its relationship to citizenship: women must be united with men if they are to lay claim to being citizens; they cannot be seen to be divisive. And to claim that patriotic work was suffrage work was to demonstrate one’s inability to transcend one’s own selfish cause for the greater good. Common Cause’s response was to repeat these feminists’ central claim: that the war had demonstrated the truth of their position.

We believe in Women’s Suffrage because we believe the expression of woman’s point of view is necessary for the health of the nation. We believe this even more in time of war than in time of peace, because the tendency of war is to trample on all the half of life which more especially belongs to women ["Keeping the Union Alive" 4 September 1914, 413].

Thus, the war, by treading on women’s “half of life,” had allowed the common agenda (both sexes working together for the common good) to finally catch up with their own. In addition to rejecting claims that their own position was divisive, it was necessary to reject positions articulated by other women that would lead to women as a group being
perceived as divisive or separate from men. Two typical instances were the White Feather Movement and feminist pacifism.

Following the birth of the White Feather Movement, in which women would hand a white feather to men not in uniform as a symbolic accusation of cowardice, Fawcett wrote to the *Manchester Guardian* to condemn it: “I do not think it is the function of men or women to lecture each other on the special duties of the opposite sex. These duties are sufficiently obvious” (quoted in "Our Active Service League" 11 September 1914, 430). Common Cause concurred:

[w]e are sick to death, we Suffragists, of being told by men what we may do – ought to do – what is “womanly!” In the name of commonsense let us not now copy the folly and set out to tell men what they may do and ought to do – what is “manly!” They know in their hearts what is manly, just as we know what is womanly, if they see us going about our business we may trust them to go about theirs ("Our Active Service League" 11 September 1914, 431).

Emmeline Pankhurst believed, by contrast, that women had a right to tell men to fight by virtue of men’s promise to women to defend them (see for instance Pankhurst 23 April 1915, 25-6). But for those pursuing a strategy of inclusion, a group that accuses another of not doing its share of the common load is acting divisively and thus failing to live up to the standards of good citizenship.

Pacifism posed a different kind of problem. Feminist pacifists were often constitutionalists who published in the same organs under review here, and worked closely with proponents of this “women as citizens” discourse. They too argued that women belonged to a different sphere than men. But for them this forced the conclusion
that women must, of necessity, act immediately for peace. Because such an argument
would set women apart from the united nation and separate them from men who were
fighting, it needed to be resisted. But such resistance was made more difficult by the fact
that it drew on an identical understanding of women’s special qualities. The response of
these feminists to their pacifist colleagues, therefore, was mostly an attempt at
containment ("A Sacred Trust" 20 November 1914, 550-1). On the one hand, pacifists
were invited, in the name of consistency, to take part in relief work:

[t]he most pacific of us should (...) prove her love of peace to be not a “self-
regarding pacifism,” but a self-regardless pity. Those who hate war the most –
and what woman is there who does not hate war? – must be the readiest to
give their lives to the sacred task of alleviating the horrors of war.

On the other hand, it was conceded that it was women’s “sacred trust” to
build up public opinion in such wise that if and when our rulers are in a
position to consider terms of peace, they will find behind them a great and
mighty force making for justice, for self-control, for wisdom.

To remedy this ignorance women must study war: “We are bound (...) to consider
what is the cause of war. We cannot be satisfied only to heal its wounds so far as we may,
though this healing is a duty from which no woman will dream of holding back.”
Following the publication of this view, a reader asked Common Cause to launch an
“educational campaign” in its pages to facilitate this greater understanding (Lyon 27
November 1914, 503). There followed a new series of articles entitled “Problems of War
and Peace” which attempted to enlighten Common Cause readers on issues ranging from
Britain’s treaty obligations to disarmament, from conscientious objection to the Swiss militia system.¹⁶

In both cases, the aim was clearly to disarm the threat that feminist pacifism represented to women’s inclusion in the national community by either co-opting pacifist women into relief work – the work for which women were being praised – or taking the internationalist and activist sting out of thinking about peace by framing it as yet another duty for women to engage in “as citizens.” When containment failed, however, and pacifists decided to take part, with other women from around the world, in the Women’s Peace Congress at The Hague, their attitudes were flatly denounced.¹⁷ Fawcett put it most strongly. For her, as long as German troops had not been repelled, it was “akin to treason to talk of peace” (Quoted in Liddington 1989, 96, emphasis original).

The entire women-as-citizens discourse rested on the claim that women were one half of a united nation: they could neither be seen as undermining that unity by pointing the finger at men for not holding up their end of the bargain, nor could they declare themselves to be somehow outside of this national community, as having different priorities from those of the nation. However, the greatest challenge to this discourse did not come from white feather women or feminist pacifists. Indeed, a testimony to the uphill battle these feminists faced is the fact that women’s discursive exclusion from the language of citizenship was more often than not to be found in banal forms of speech, such as jokes, sayings, and turns of phrase.

Journalists joked that the following advert had appeared in The Times: “Wanted - petticoats for all able-bodied youths in this country who have not yet joined the Navy or
Army” ("A Bad Joke" 11 September 1914, 426). To which Common Cause angrily responded:

[we express no opinion whatever about the young men who do not volunteer, doubtless they have their reasons – but the innuendo clearly is that they are unmanly – therefore they are to be dressed in women’s clothes. No, thank you! An unmanly man is not fit to wear a woman’s clothes. It is time men learnt that a strong, capable woman is not necessarily “virile,” nor a feeble man woman-like.

In contesting this limitation of courage to the male gender, Common Cause was performing two interrelated acts. On the one hand, it was challenging the superimposition of positive/negative dichotomies on the male/female dichotomy that was central to the separate spheres discourse. On the other, it was resisting women’s exclusion from citizenship. Indeed, if women could be successfully associated with non-courageous men, they could ipso facto be excluded, like those men, from “true” citizenship.¹⁸

Not only jokes, but sayings too could be potent vehicles for excluding women from the community of citizens. Witness the ubiquitous: “For men should work and women should weep.” In its second issue after the war was declared, Common Cause rejected widespread talk of “weeping women” as offensive. Women, it argued, were “keeping the race while those we love are slaughtering each other” ("Woman, the Adaptable. The Queen's Appeal to Women" 14 August 1914, 388-9). Again, the aim was to resist the portrayal of women as feeble and thus incapable of rising up to the challenge, as men were doing, of war, i.e. of citizenship.
Turns of phrase, finally, also attracted the ire of *Common Cause*, even when they emanated from such respected an authority as Lord Kitchener himself. In his first speech to the troops, the national hero warned them against the temptations of “women and wine.” The suffragist paper pounced:

Now, when all women are plunged in grief and dread; when so many women have only one thought – how best they can make good the infinite disaster; now, in modern England, we find him warning the men with the foul old tag “women and wine.” It seems to us that the necessary warning might have been conveyed in manlier phrase; that the men might have been appealed to, as they left sorrowing wives, and mothers, and sisters to keep the home together, that they should respect womanhood, and not merely that they should safeguard their own health ["An Unhappy Phrase" 21 August 1914, 395].

To portray women as a danger to the troops was, once again, to present them as outside of the national community. By insisting on the fact that these soldiers had female relatives who were playing a vital role, *Common Cause* was inserting them back in.

That feminists should have spent precious column inches vigorously countering these apparently unimportant utterances is only understandable in light of their strategy of defining women “as citizens.” To let such jokes, sayings and turns of phrase stand, would have been to let stand the idea that women were not qualified to be citizens. Such exclusion of women from citizenship, however, did not only take place in the discursive arena. Indeed, a number of decisions taken by the authorities either implicitly or explicitly framed women as outside the national community or, worse, a problem for it to solve.
The British Nationality and Status of Aliens Bill was debated throughout 1914 and opposed by women’s suffrage campaigners because it would strip British women who had married foreigners of their citizenship, whilst British men kept their citizenship regardless of their wives’ nationalities. As a result of the outbreak of war these women now fell under the category of “alien enemies.” *The Englishwoman* was pained:

Hundreds of English women must now register themselves as alien enemies, and become liable to removal from their homes if these are in a forbidden area. (…) This is not a small matter to us, we are accustomed to be denied citizenship; but to be branded as alien enemies is a deeper humiliation (…) it is an unforgettable blow to what we hold dearest ["Echoes of War" September 1914, 308].

Nor did the outbreak of war result in women being treated any more equitably by the authorities. Two cartoons published in *Common Cause* in consecutive weeks in December 1914 highlight this amply. Although the subjects were different – one addresses the War Office’s decision to put soldiers’ and sailors’ wives under police surveillance, the other the decision to bar women from pubs before 11:30 a.m. – but the message was the same.

‘THE CRIME OF BEING A SOLDIER’S WIFE.

Magistrate: Do you confess that your husband is serving his country at the front?
Soldier’s wife: Yes, sir.

Magistrate: Then you must be put under police surveillance at once’ ("The Crime of Being a Soldier's Wife" 11 December 1914, 589).

In all three cases – marriage law, surveillance of soldier’s wives, and drinking laws – the same argument was articulated: women were making considerable but unrecognized sacrifices in this war. Worse still, they were either humiliated by the way the law treated them, or were being punished for the sacrifices they had made. In every case, men failed to value their contributions to the nation and, as suffragists had long been arguing, their unequal treatment resulted from their absence from the bodies that had taken those decisions.

But of much greater concern to the authorities than misbehaving soldiers’ wives or drunken women, were prostitutes who were blamed for spreading disease amongst recruits. Defending these women, however, was more difficult: for what contribution to the nation could they be said to be making? The way in which this problem was dealt
with is illustrated by a leader published in *Common Cause* which, four months into the war, reflected on the mixed reactions that were greeting women’s actions. On the one hand, they were being eulogized for their relief work, on the other there were “bitter and repeated complaints of the women who are hindering” (""Woman's Part in War Time"":"'
11 December 1914, 596). Of these, there were three types: women who were wasting the money they had received on account of being “dependents” of soldiers or sailors; young girls who were accused of pestering soldiers and engaging in immoral conduct; and professional prostitutes.

The first two cases showed, for *Common Cause*, not that women and girls were somehow individually to blame but rather that their social circumstances were the source of the ill. The dependents of fighting men were often of a poor background and not used to having such amounts of money. To address their poverty was the solution. As for the young girls, they were behaving in this way because, as suffragists had been pointing out for a long time, they had been socialized into thinking that convincing a man to marry them was their sole function in life. The solution was to change their education.

The prostitute was a different case altogether:

[s]he represents, in an extreme and final form, the woman exploited by society. (…) It is useless (…) to appeal to their patriotism. They have none. A prostitute is without nationality. Her hand is against every man, and every man’s hand against her. Society has exploited her, and she exploits society. What has her country done for her, in heaven’s name, that she should know “patriotism”? Nevertheless, she is human, and every proposal that assumes
that she is not is bound to fail ["Woman's Part in War Time" 11 December 1914, 596].

It concludes that suffragists must help prostitutes as far as possible because their battle from the beginning has also been to obtain recognition of their status as human beings. Yet, it is significant that the setting of reference for dealing with prostitutes is not the nation, as it is for soldiers’ wives and for young girls, but humanity. By saying that they have no country, the suffragists are making a clear demarcation between the nation as a whole and prostitutes. Certainly, the fault lies not with prostitutes, but with the nation and yet this conveniently distances “women,” who are contributing to the nation’s struggle, from “prostitutes” who, although not purposefully, can only undermine it. By saying that prostitutes must be treated as human beings, these feminists are not saying anything they had not said about German women stranded in London at the outbreak of war. 19

This exclusion of prostitutes from the nation alerts us to the fact that gendering citizenship in order to define women’s response to war as that of “citizens” had important consequences not only for the concept and language of citizenship, but also for the kind of feminism that one could articulate.

Defining women “as citizens” in the context of total war: consequences for feminism

To define women “as citizens” in the context of total war led to the articulation of a feminism marked by five principal features.

Firstly, an unconditional acceptance of “the nation” as the only possible frame of reference for a feminist politics. Witness Common Cause’s justification for its decision
not to turn itself into a propaganda machine either for or against the involvement of Britain in the war: “Great Britain has gone to war. This is a British paper. We accept the war as our condition for the time being, and our immediate concern is to bear ourselves as good citizens under these conditions” ("Accepting Facts" 14 August 1914, 386). War is enough to command one’s loyalty to the nation. Thus, whereas Common Cause had carried numerous articles throughout the month of July on the International Suffrage Alliance’s meeting in London, in which it celebrated the leaders of sister suffrage societies around the globe who were in attendance (see issues of 10 July, 17 July, 24 July), its first issue discussing the war (31 July) made no mention whatsoever of their continued presence in London and even less of the possibility of international (as distinct from imperial) sisterly action.

The second feature of this feminism is its rejection of xenophobic nationalism. Indeed, this discourse’s ideal citizen is fair-minded, heroic and honorable, someone who loves their country, defends it because they are bound to but without hatred for non-nationals. When “German atrocity reports” began to spread in early September 1914, Common Cause issued a characteristic call for Britain not to respond in kind but to continue to behave according to the laws of “civilised warfare” ("The Crime of Vengeance" 18 September 1914, 440). We also saw above that the NUWSS took part in schemes that gave relief to “alien enemies.” These examples, as well as the insistence that one of women’s duties is to prepare public opinion for peace by thinking through the causes of war and how to avoid them, all point to this discourse’s solid rooting in the liberal ideological tradition of reason over passion and right over might. To construct
women “as citizens” in war was thus to weld this feminism’s fortunes firmly to those of British liberal nationalism.

A third striking feature of this feminism is the narrowness with which it defines its constituency, that is those whom it recognizes as “women.” Because non-nationals could not, by definition, be good citizens, they fell out of the picture altogether, as we have just seen. This is not to say, however, that all British females qualified as “women.” The prostitute, for instance, did not come under the category “woman” because she failed both tests of “good citizenship.” Indeed, she did not accomplish any act that could be described as fulfilling a duty to the nation, nor could she be said to stand united with the national community in the common struggle because of the threat she represented to soldiers’ health. The pacifist, similarly, fell outside of feminism’s constituency for failing to stand united in the common cause of national struggle. That constituency, then, was made up of British women who could be described as acting in support of their country, as “good citizens.”

The fourth key feature of this feminism is its rhetorical strategy of inclusion. This provided suffragists with an opportunity to challenge accepted limitations on the “woman’s sphere” by theorizing opportunities that the war opened up for women as proof of the validity of a gendered understanding of citizenship. The “woman’s sphere” thus found itself expanding out of the home into the public domain of men and out of the country, into the front line. The success of this theorizing, however, was also its limitation, as indeed is the limitation of all strategies of inclusion: even as they attempt to transform from within and to their advantage the heavily gendered discourses within which they operate, they tend to highlight and reinscribe their male bias. Thus, the
campaign to mobilize women could not escape the male-centeredness of the discourse of citizenship, the uneasy, “unnatural” relationship between “women” and “citizenship.”

When Kitchener pointed his finger at passers by, the poster did not read “*Men! Your Country Needs You!*.” By contrast, Fawcett must preface her call to service with “*Women!,*” thus involuntarily highlighting the fact that it was by no means obvious that women were actually needed. Similarly, Harley does not compare the “*girl*” that she is mobilizing with the “*boy*” that the government mobilized but with the “*soldier.*”

The final distinctive feature of this feminism is its vision of the male-female relationship as an essentially harmonious one. Because it locked women into a gendered national community that was meant to be harmonious, it could not read men’s symbolic, legal and literal attacks on women as anything other than irrational bigotry, a lack of understanding borne of prejudice which could and would be overcome by reasoning and argument. To understand it as “*sex-war,*” as Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst did, would have undermined the basic notion of a united nation. To understand it as a symptom of militarism, as pacifists did, would have undermined the premise of the righteousness of the nation’s cause in this war.

Conclusion: Feminism in war

The aim of this article has been to understand the response of Fawcett and her followers to the outbreak of war by placing it in its linguistic context. This has allowed me to draw two main conclusions.

First, far from representing a knee-jerk flight from feminism, their response was a self-conscious continuation of a long standing feminist argument about the gendered
nature of citizenship. By plunging into relief work they were not capitulating to the notion of separate spheres or seeking entry into the political system on men’s terms but gendering the concept and language of citizenship in order to obtain votes for women on resolutely suffragist terms. In a context where men and women’s essential difference was heavily insisted upon, and where citizenship was welded to the separate spheres discourse, it was a response that made considerable sense. Indeed, it gave women’s daily relief work a political significance, vindicated the legitimacy of their claim to citizenship, and framed the ubiquitous language of “separate spheres” as an acceptable, efficient and empowering political division of labor between women and men. Rather than an exemplar of British feminism’s ideological collapse in the face of war, the case of Fawcett and her followers provides us rather with further evidence of the resilience of feminist thinking in this period.

In addition to strengthening the “resilience thesis,” I have sought in this article to make a first step in moving the debate beyond the collapse/resilience dichotomy by asking not only “did feminism survive the outbreak of war?” but also “what form of feminism emerged as a result of the interaction between a long-standing feminist argument and the context of total war?” Thus, my second conclusion is that to use the long-standing gendered concept of citizenship in a context of total war had a significant impact on the shape of the feminism that Fawcett and her followers promoted. Theirs was a feminism that anchored British women firmly into the British political community, reframed separate spheres discourse to women’s advantage, and tied feminism firmly to liberal nationalism. This made it a powerful language with which to theorize the war-time expansion of the “woman’s sphere” as evidence of women’s rightful claim to
enfranchisement. However, by excluding women both at home and abroad from its constituency and by positing a harmonious national community, this feminist language left its proponents with few conceptual resources to deal with British men’s reluctance to treat them as equals. Indeed, they could only fall back on an appeal to reason, having no possibility of returning to a critique of male domination as either sex-interest or as the symptom of militarism.

____________________
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1 See Riley 1988, particularly chapters 1 and 3.

2 That attention to the linguistic context of political thought and action allows us to understand more clearly what actors were doing by performing those verbal and non-verbal actions is a central insight of “Cambridge school” historians, particularly Quentin
Skinner. His main theoretical articles on this matter and his critics’ responses have been usefully brought together by James Tully in Tully and Skinner 1988.

3 On the resilience of suffragism see also Smith 2005. It will be clear by now that the debate over the capitulation/resilience of feminist thought in the face of total war has disproportionately focused on the responses to the war of the main suffrage organisations. In seeking to challenge one such interpretation, this article cannot but continue that suffrage-centric trend. Yet this should not be taken to mean that I disagree with those historians who have insisted that the organisations, individuals and ideas that constituted the movement for women’s suffrage do not encapsulate the entirety of “British feminism” in this period. For a recent brilliant example, see Delap 2007.

4 The same can be said of course of the well documented position of Fawcett’s opponents in the NUWSS, the pacifists led by such impressive figures as Catherine Marshall, Helena Swanwick or Maude Royden. See for instance Wiltsher 1985, Liddington 1989, Vellacott 1993, Vellacott 2007. Indeed, the rich diversity of feminist thought in Britain before the war allowed each of these competing factions to plausibly claim the label “feminist” for themselves, despite the radically different positions they expounded. The “ideological collapse” thesis tends to conceal, by denying the label to this or that group, precisely this diversity in pre-war feminist thought.

5 These were not the only forums in which this particular discourse was articulated (nor was it the only discourse presented in those forums), but they were certainly amongst those in which it was presented the most clearly. The value of focusing on periodicals for historians of feminism has recently been highlighted by a marvellous collection edited by Lucy Delap, Maria DiCenzo and Louise Ryan (Delap, et al. 2006).
6 I borrow the expression “strategy of inclusion” from Judith Squires (Squires 2000, 3).

7 Most of the newspaper articles quoted in this article are only a page long. Therefore, in order to avoid the multiplication of in-text references, where multiple citations of the same text are made in one paragraph, the reference is only given once, at the beginning of the paragraph. In addition, the majority of these articles are not signed. They are therefore identified by their title both in in-text citations and in the list of references.

8 For a discussion of the classical conception of citizenship see Skinner 1978, 173.

9 For food supplies see respectively "Eking-out the Food Supply. No I. - Vegetables" 28 August 1914, 407, "Eking-out the Food Supply. No. II. - Fruit" 4 September 1914, 415, and "Eking-out the Food Supply, Etc. No. III. - Various Produce" 11 September 1914, 431. For the rest, see respectively "The Care of Maternity" 2 October 1914, 458, "Toys and Toy-Making. National Union Helps to Start a New Industry" 4 December 1914, 577, and "National Union Workshops" 18 September 1914, 441.

10 See respectively "Soldiers' Wives" 11 September 1914, 425, "Our Debt to Belgium" 30 October 1914, 510-1, Walshe 16 October 1914, 482-3, and VCCC 11 December 1914, 599.

11 Interestingly, the case for women soldiers was implicitly made in the early days of war in the pages of The Englishwoman. A testament to the strength of the separate spheres view throughout British society, however, is the fact that it was not made in straightforwardly political pieces. Instead, it took the non-threatening form of historical biographies of famous women combatants from the distant past. See the “Martial Heroines” series written by Edith Palliser beginning with Palliser September 1914, 273-8.
For a perceptive discussion of the moral panic over young women’s alleged collective bout of “khaki fever” in the first months of war, which some argued resulted from their non-mobilisation, see Woollacott April 1994. For subsequent moral panics involving women’s sexuality, see Grayzel 1999, chapter 4.

My concern in this article is with the articulation, not the reception, of these feminists’ attempts to appropriate the language of citizenship for women. It is worth noting in passing, however, that such female organisations styled on the military were largely frowned upon, precisely for their perceived transgression of proper gender roles. Women could claim for themselves the virtues of citizenship, but not don its costume. See for instance Watson 2004, especially chapter 2.

The notion that the war had opened a “moral front” at home was not an invention of these feminist commentators. Indeed, their response has much in common with that of the most conservative commentators, who called on women to behave “properly”. See for instance Grayzel 1999, especially chapter 4. Where they part ways, however, is in the feminists’ insistence that to do so was an act of citizenship in addition to being an act of proper womanhood.

For an influential study of the White Feather Movement, see Gullace 2002, chapter 4.


For a detailed account of the Women’s Peace Congress in The Hague see Wiltsher 1985.

Conscientious objectors were disenfranchised for five years by The Reform Bill of 1918. See Gullace 2002, chapter 8, especially 178-84.
According to this article, the NUWSS’s participation in a relief committee’s work to help “alien enemy” women stranded in London stems from “a deeply human sympathy with anyone in trouble.”

This uneasy relationship was acutely felt by contemporaries. In the words of Janet Watson: “Women could only be equal-but-different, and their efforts were always perceived as those of women in particular, not just citizens” (Watson 2004, 7).

For a similar, if brief, assessment of the NUWSS’s relief work as “feminist” but from a perspective that is anchored in social and political rather than intellectual history, see Holton 1986, 132. For a longer defense on similar lines see Vellacott 2007, 15-32.

In fairness to Jo Vellacott it must be noted that her most recent work happily accepts the pro-war wing of the NUWSS under the label “feminism,” although it remains reluctant to do the same for the jingoism of Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst. See Vellacott 2007, especially chapter 2 and for a critique see Calvini-Lefebvre 2008.
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